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Details of Visit:

Author: chainsaw
Location 2: Salford Quays
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 26 Mar 2008 1600
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Cheshire Incalls
Website: http://www.cheshireincalls.com
Phone: 01618760280

The Premises:

discrete private appartment,very clean. Noticed that they changed the sheets after each
customer.Plenty of clean towels available. Short walk from the shopping centre.They have plenty of
free off road parking and the directions were very precise and easy to follow.various private waiting
areas, recp kept me topped up with beverages

The Lady:

Blonde,shoulder length, sort of tussled, 26, about 5'5 taller with her regulation killer heels
on.Dressed in black holdup stockings and basque with matching panties. Had glasses on but took
them off as we got more energetic. Not much of a strong accent.

The Story:

Was booked in for 16:00 and arrived 5 minutes before,receptionist explained they were running a
wee bit late, didnt bother me as I didnt have anything planned.Was made comfortable in the waiting
area and got chatting to the recp lady.When Vicky was available she came into recp and sat next to
me on the couch for a chat before leading me by the hand into the bedroom where we had a good
session of french kissing. I broke off and had a shower, Vicky making sure it was not too hot for
me.On my return we resumed the kissing,I took the lead and slowly undressed Vicky,she then laid
on the bed and pulled me close for OWO, I didnt last long and that was round 1 over. We lay
together and had a good chat,soon we were ready for more and Vicky was happy to oblige.2nd
round, I didnt last long enough to get into Vickys fav position so we went straight to doggy for the
third.There are two large well positioned mirrors that assist in your viewing pleasure.
Overall a very relaxed, unrushed, pampered and sexy experience.I can see why the later
appointments get a bit behind on time as the staff have a unrushed approach just as long as you
dont kick the arse out of it.There was another lady who breezed into the recp area and introduced
herself as Louise,she also was a petite stunning blonde.
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